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To: File 

From : Sarah Roberto 

Re: 
Interview with Dino Gaudio, Former Men's 

Basketball Assistant Coach at University of Louisville 

Date 

Present: 

Location: 

Recorded: 

June 9, 2021 

Dino Gaudio (Witness); Brian Butler (Counsel to Witness); Therese Joyce (NCAA 
Assistant Director of Enforcement); Matt Dolan, Amy Chisholm, Anne Ogden, and 
Sarah Roberto (CCU External Investigators) 

Video Conference 

No 

Interview started at 09: 30 Eastern. 

The interview was not recorded by any party on the video conference, as confirmed by Dolan. 
Dolan noted that this Interview Summary is still subject to the Confidentiality Agreement 
pursuant to NCAA Division I bylaws and all parties agree not to share with third parties 
including the media. Mr. Butler agreed on behalf of his client, Mr. Gaudio (hereafter referred 
to as "Coach Gaudio"). 

Coach Gaudio dropped off due to technical difficulties. When he returned to the call, Dolan 
summarized what Mr. Butler had agreed to previously regarding confidentia lity. Dolan then 
confirmed that no one else is recording this interview. 

Dolan confirmed that Coach Gaudio is being represented by Mr. Br ian Butler. Dolan asked if 
Coach Gaudio had had time to review the Interview Notice form and if he understood the 
obligations under the NCAA Bylaws and interview set up. Dolan read the standard preamble 
to Coach Gaudio, and Coach Gaudio acknowledged his understanding of obligations and the 
purpose of the interview. 

Anne Ogden resent the form to Coach Gaudio as Coach Gaudio had asked if they had gone 
over it. Coach Gaudio is happy to start the interview and tell the CCU what he knows. 

CCU team and Therese Joyce gave introductions. Counsel for Coach Gaudio asked that the 
interview not be recorded but rather we summarize and provide the summary to Coach Gaudio 
for review and confirmation. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

 

 
This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 

contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
asked and answered during the interview. 
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RECRUITING MATERIAL I "30 FOR 30" VIDEOS 

Dolan noted that the CCU remains aware that Coach Gaudio had a meeting with Coach Mack 
about potential NCAA violations on March 17, 2021. In that meeting, it is understood that 
Coach Gaudio made reference to "30 for 30" v ideos at the University of Louisville ("the 
University"). When asked to explain these v ideos, Coach Gaudio noted that when officia l and 
unofficial v isits for the Men's Basketball Program ("MBB") would take place, the Video 
Coordinator, Ty Sampson, would put these videos together: they were called, "30 for 30" 
v ideos. 

Coach Gaudio commented that the Video Coordinator has all of these v ideos. The "30 for 30" 
v ideos were approximately 2-minute v ideos - Coach Gaudio is not sure if they are v iolations, 
but he th inks they are. The v ideo would consist of footage or photos of the young man's home 
or hometown; videos of when the Prospective Student-Athlete ("PSA") was a kid playing 
basketball, wh ich the parents would send to the University; and clips from high school v ideos. 
Coach Gaudio noted that the videos were really well done. 

Just as an estimate, Coach Gaudio believes there could be anywhere from 30 to 45 of these 
v ideos. The videos served as a "sort of fina l closing" for the recru it - "the knock-out punch", 
Coach Gaudio described it as. One or two of the videos that Coach Gaudio recalls in detail was 
for . Coach Gaudio stated that the Head basketball coach1 sent 
a Manager from the Men's Basketball ("MBB") staff to  home, and somehow, put a 
camera on the Manager's car and the Manager drove from -
all the while filming the route. When the 30 for 30 was put together, it showed footage from 

. They had done this for another PSA, whose name Coach 
Gaudio cannot recall. The MBB program produced these 30 for 30 v ideos for almost every 
major recruit they had. 

Dolan asked to confirm that this happened for Coach Gaudio's entire tenure at the University; 
Coach Gaudio answered affirmatively. Coach Gaudio noted that this included personalized 
video and images of PSAs. Coach Gaudio noted that he was not sure of all the ru les, but prior 
to coming to the University he was at ESPN. When he first saw the videos, he thought they 
were really good - they were like things that ESPN wou ld do. However, being on the road 
during the summer, he told a friend of his who was also at a Member Institution, that the 
recruit v ideos were really good and another assistant coach (Coach Gaudio does not recall 
who it was) told him, "You can't say that." Coach Gaudio did not tell anyone about the other 
assistant coach's comment. When asked to confirm the other assistant coach, Coach Gaudio 
was not able to recall the assistant coach who told him not to ta lk about the videos. 

1 When Coach Gaudio said, "Head Coach" he wasn't sure who organized it from the University, 
but it was not . Coach Gaudio was just told that a Manager was told 
to go; he isn't sure who had told him to go. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 

asked and answered during the interview. 
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Coach Gaudio noted that Coach Mack knew about the production of these videos because they 
were the final part of recru itment when the PSA came in to talk to Mack. Usually, the lead 
recruiter wou ld be in these meetings as well. Coach Gaudio has one or two of those videos 
and offered to have his attorney pass them to the CCU. Dolan asked if the PSA's name, image, 
and likeness were in the videos; Coach Gaudio sa id "for the most part, yes" - sometimes the 
homes were in there, sometimes they weren't, but the videos captured how the recruit 
progressed throughout his career. 

Dolan asked if Coach Gaudio knows whether or not anyone had reached out to Compliance to 
see if the videos were permissible, Coach Gaudio said, "I doubt highly. I don't know if they 
broached the subject with Compliance before they did them." 

Dolan asked if Compl iance wou ld have been aware of these videos being produced and Coach 
Gaudio said, "I don't know the answer to that question." 

Dolan asked if anyone else was involved in the production, and Coach Gaudio said, "I don't 
know the answer to that." Asked if Taylor Barnett was involved, Coach Gaudio said, "I don't 
know the answer to that, but I do not believe so." 

NON-COACHING STAFF INVOLVEMENT I TAYLOR BARNETT 

Dolan asked if Coach Gaudio has any thoughts on Barnett's promotion to Director of Basketball 
Operations ("DOBO"). Coach Gaudio praised Barnett as a talented young man, a very good 
player who has a real good perception of basketball and had a great eye for the game. Coach 
Gaudio recalled that Barnett went from Graduate Assistant ("GA") to Special Assistant to the 
Head Coach, and now, obviously, DOBO. 

JUNE 26, 2020 

While he is not sure if it was the same morning or prior to that, Coach Gaudio stated that he 
called Barnett on June 26, 2020. The reason being that Coach Gaudio had left his car at the 
Atlantic Aviation parking lot when they flew out of Louisville to go to the ACC tournament in 
Greensboro. Coach Gaudio's car was parked in that parking lot from March, when the team 
flew from Atlantic Aviation FBO in Louisville to Greensboro, through June 26. 

Coach Gaudio did not return to Louisville when the players came back at the end of Memorial 
Day weekend through June or July because of COVID - he returned in August  

 

Coach Gaudio spoke to Barnett on June 26, 2020, to ask if Barnett could get his car from the 
Atlantic Aviation parking lot for him. Coach Gaudio asked how it was all going, and Barnett 
stated, ''I'm working the guys out." Coach Gaudio believes that in June/ July 2020, there was 
a rule that staff cou ld only be "overseeing" gym time - "supervision" may have been the term, 
Coach Gaudio commented. Coach Gaudio asked Barnett if he was in the gym working the guys 
out, and Barnett replied, "Well, Mack sa id I'm in between jobs[ ... ]therefore I'm permitted to 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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work the guys out." Coach Gaudio was uncomfortable with this, so he was documenting 
everything. He was uncomfortable because, from his time at West Point, Loyola, etc. they 
never did anything wrong. Coach Gaudio commented, "We never gave kids a soda pop. 
Period." Shortly thereafter, Coach Gaudio told Coach Mack that he spoke to Barnett about 
picking up his car and that Barnett is working the players out and told Coach Mack, "he's not 
permitted to do that." Mack responded that "he's between jobs, so he can go ahead and work 
them out." 

NON-COACHING STAFF INVOLVEMENT I GA INVOLVEMENT 

Coach Gaudio stated that on June 30, 2020, wh ich phone records will confirm, he had a 33-
minute conversation with Jeff Walz, Head Women's Basketball coach. During the conversation, 
Walz told him that Christine Herring, the then SWA - who has since been dismissed for 
something else - spoke to him and said, "What are they doing over there? They're not 
permitted to have organized workouts." Walz said to Coach Gaudio, "You better tell them 
across the hall they better be careful." Coach Gaudio took this to Coach Mack to say that 
Christine said th is; Coach Gaudio had commented to Coach Mack, "It's June, some schools 
don't even have their kids on campus." Yet, the University was having organized practice 
during June 2020. 

When Coach Gaudio had the conversation with Walz about the men's team practicing, Coach 
Gaudio did not talk to Compliance at that point, but he ta lked to Coach Mack. Mack responded 
similarly to Barnett, that Barnett had completed his GA position, had not yet been hired as 
Special Assistant to Head Coach, so, since he was not on staff or a part of staff ("in between"), 
he was allowed to run the workouts. Coach Mack and Barnette were relying on the " in 
between" period. 

Dolan asked if there had been a t ime when GA's or noncoaching personnel were with the team. 
Coach Gaudio said, "Graduate Assistants worked out the players all the time. Individually [and 
sometimes] small groups of two or three." 

Dolan asked if the GA's were conducting drills or playing in games, and Coach Gaudio replied, 
"They were doing workouts with them; drills." For example, " [If t]wo kids came in at 09:00 in 
the morning, you know what I mean, GA's would work them out. You know what I mean." 
Coach Gaudio clarified that the players wou ld come in and the players would have one on one 
workouts w ith graduate assistants. The workouts involved indiv idual workouts and skill 
development. The players would be working on shooting and skills and wou ld receive 
instruction and development from the graduate assistants who worked them out. Mr. Gaudio 
provided an example of having a 45-minute workout with a 
GA. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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GA's practiced with the team, for three straight years, on a very consistent basis. Mr. Gaudio 
said to "picture them as players" when referencing the GA's practicing in scrimmages. The 
GA's were higher level of quality players than the Walk-on's. 

Coach Gaudio said, "Don't take my word for it - go pull the practice v ideo. Sit down with John 
Carns and Mack and ask, 'Who's that?"' When Barnett was Special Assistant to the Head Coach, 
he wou ld practice as well, though not as often as the other GA's. The reason for GA's 
participating was because the GA's were former players; all three of them had played in Europe 
after their 4 years in college. They were much more competitive and practiced than walk-on 
players. The GA's during Coach Gaudio's first year were Taylor Barnett,  

 That was for the two-year period 18-19 and 19-20. 
 

. Coach Gaudio noted that  
 

 One of the coaches at  
 Coach Gaudio cannot remember which one, told that he couldn't be doing 

that because it was not in compliance with the rules. Shortly thereafter,  left the 
University -  but CCU should confirm the 
t iming of this w ith Compliance. 

Coach Gaudio confirmed that in the off season the GA's played with the student-athletes 
("SAs"). They constantly and consistently practiced with them. Coach Gaudio noted that the 
program wanted to have an alumni scrimmage since there were no exhibition games because 
of COVID. The staff was trying to prepare the SAs for the opening of the season. There were 
real strict rules from Carns and Banker about who could participate. Players had to be a former 
University player; "former players can occasionally, I think the word ing is, can come in and 
workout with the team or play in an alumni scrimmage," Coach Gaudio added. But the GA's 
scrimmaged with the players because the staff could not get enough former players because 
of the restriction and also due to the COVID protocols.  

player, but  were not 
permitted, yet they did play. Coach Gaudio confirmed that Carns and Banker were advising 
Coach Mack of what cou ld and cou ld not be done for th is scrimmage. During Covid protocol 
the team was not permitted to have any exhibition games or scrimmages w ith outside teams, 
unlike the year prior when an exhibition game versus Ohio State was permitted. During Covid 
protocol they arranged for an alumni scrimmage to be played. It was Mr. Gaudio's 
understanding that alumni  were not 
permitted to play as they were not alumni.  did play in the alumni game 
because they were not able to field a team of strictly alumni. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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FACETIME CALLS 

Coach Gaudio noted that they d id a ton of Zoom calls; he was on almost all of them, but he 
does not have knowledge of Kevin Durant participating in any of them because he was not on 
a// the calls. Dolan asked if Coach Gaudio had ever heard anything about it. Coach Gaudio 
stated that Durant's name came up at times, and if Coach Gaudio had heard, he would tell 
the CCU. Coach Guadio clarified that he was not on a call with Kevin Durant and he does not 
recall hearing that Kevin Durant was ever involved with any recruiting effort. 

Dolan asked if Durant has any connection to the University. Coach Gaudio believes it was 
because he was with the Thunder and had a basketball camp in Oklahoma City, where Coach 
Mack had taken one or some of his kids to and befriended Durant at the time. Coach Gaudio 
noted that Coach Mack tried to mainta in connection with Durant - it was not so much "Kevin 
Durant and Louisville" as it was "Mack and Kevin Durant". 

"HOW WE'LL GET YOU BETTER" VIDEOS 

When PSAs came in, this was a type of program that was run . The Video guys and GA's wou ld 
gather footage of PSAs playing on their AAU team, and, as an example only, the Peach Jam 
in Augusta from the year before - some good cl ips and some bad cl ips. The PSA, his parents, 
and maybe his coach would come in and Coach Mack wou ld say, "We're a teaching staff" and 
would go through how the bad cl ips could be developed into good form, etc. and how the good 
cl ips could be expounded on throughout the PSA's time at the University. 

Coach Gaudio said, "Once again, Ty Sampson has all of those." Coach Gaudio does not know 
if anyone involved in these v ideos would have reached out to Compliance. 

FEBRUARY 11, 2020 

 Coach Gaudio was in charge of the team to run 
practice, meetings, etc. for 10 days at some point in February 2020. Coach Gaudio wanted to 
make sure that while he was running the team, they were adhering to all the rules. So, at 
08:59 a.m. on February 11, 2020, Coach Gaudio texted Matt Banker and said, "  

 is it permissible for Kahil Fennell to be on the floor coaching until Mack's return? We 
practice at 2:30 today." Banker responded, "Yes, provided Chris is not involved in practice by 
phone, video, FaceTime, etc. I will copy you and Coach Mack with our staff just for tracking 
purposes." 

Unbeknownst to Coach Gaudio for the duration of practice, the Video Coordinator, Ty 
Sampson, had previously set up a live feed that would go from the gym into Coach Mack's 
home so Coach Mack could watch practice. Coach Gaudio does not think that audio was set 
up, but the live feed was set up in the v ideo position room where practice is taped. Coach 
Gaudio later found out that, occasionally during practice, Coach Mack would text Kahil or a 
Manager as practice was going on to say, "We should be doing this instead of this." Then the 
staff would meet after practice, call Coach Mack, and Coach Mack would give his two cents. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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Coach Gaudio said Mack's text messages would match up to the practice schedule whi le he 
was out - that would allow anyone to see who Mack was texting and what the messages were. 

Coach Gaudio learned about the live feed after the practice when they had a call with Coach 
Mack and he started saying things that were specific to the drills and Coach Gaudio wondered 
how he knew it - that's when he learned. 

MARKETING FOR VISITS 

When PSAs would come in for officia l or unofficial visits, MBB staff wou ld put together itinerary 
booklets with the PSAs' pictures on the front and PSAs' profile on the back - every single 
official and unofficial visit. Coach Gaudio bel ieves he would have 50 of those booklets / cards 
in his possession. Coach Gaudio was big on sharing info with people in the athletics department 
to help everyone continue getting better; when he shared th is with one of the women on the 
WBB's staff, he cannot remember who at the moment, she said, "You can't do that." Coach 
Gaudio does not know if Compliance was ever made aware of this. 

COMPLIANCE ENVIRONMENT 

Based on the time Coach Gaudio was Head / Assistant Coach at other places, he believes the 
issues that have been identified in th is interview alone "speaks for itself." At West Point and 
Loyola, they didn't have GA's; the first time he ever had to deal with GA's was at the 
University. 

Coach Gaudio noted that he regularly reached out Compliance for guidance. Specifically, the 
following dates are those which demonstrate texts to John Carns: 

• September 19, 2019; 

• January 29, 2020; 

• February 20, 2020; 

• April 14, 2020; 

• May 14, 2020; 

• September 26, 2020; 

• October 19, 2020; and 

• November 12, 2020. 

If Coach Gaudio had a question regarding anyth ing, he wou ld text Carns. He has so many text 
messages with Banker, that he won 't run them off for the CCU (maybe 30 of them). 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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When Coach Gaudio first got to the University and saw things happening that he had 
questioned, he went to Coach Mack. He now realizes that he shou ld have gone to Compliance 
in some instances. He told Coach Mack that if the University fires Mack without cause "[he's] 
set for life." Coach Gaudio was not sure why Coach Mack wou ld risk being fired with cause 
over these potentia l issues. 

The staff met with Compliance once a month and Coach Gaudio believes they did a good job 
informing them on the rules and stuff. Coach Gaudio noted that all Compliance offices shou ld 
be in the same bu ilding as the basketball or football offices - that should be across the country. 

COMPLIANCE MONITORING 

Coach Gaudio stated that he rarely saw Compliance at practice, but does not know if they 
would review practice video. 

Coach Gaudio recalls one t ime when Compliance was at practice was two years ago {2019) 
before the ACC tournament that was cancelled. The team had practiced at UNC Greensboro. 
Coach Gaudio had to scout. He huddled the scout team, and  were in the 
huddle. He coached them the plays Carol ina 's Action, "Follow", and "Same." Sitting on the 
side-line was a compliance individual : either Carns or Banker.  said to him, 
"Hey, Coach, we can't be out there." When Coach Gaudio asked why, the GA pointed to the 
administrators. 

If the team was on the road, Compliance m ight come to the shootaround. Coach Gaudio 
affirmed that it is fair to say that the GA's knew they should not be participating. 

Coach Gaudio stated that Compl iance "diligently" monitored complimentary tickets. He had a 
friend who he was going to leave 2 t ickets for in 2020; he put the dad 's name down, and the 
young man was 8th grade or freshman, and put the kid's name down, too. Compliance asked 
who the t ickets were for and how old the kid was. Once Coach Gaudio found out and told them 
8th grade or freshman, Compliance said they couldn't leave a t icket for him because he was in 
the PSA range. 

RECRUITING / MONITORING 

Coach Gaudio was required to provide phone records . Coach Gaudio noted that they were 
required to call through an app (JumpForward) before they made a call so that it would be 
recorded . Coach Gaudio has only ever had one phone. 

COACH MACK'S ATMOSPHERE OF COMPLIANCE 

Accord ing to Coach Gaudio, Coach Mack responded, " Hey, I got it", to any concerns Coach 
Gaudio brought to him. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
contain their mental impressions and opinions; it is neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was 
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When asked if there was any promotion or extra emphasis with the coach ing staff by Coach 
Mack given that the University had just come out of a major infractions case under Pitino, 
Coach Gaudio stated that he is not sure if it was a feeling that some of the issues mentioned 
today are " small potatoes" - kids weren 't getting pa id, kids weren't getting cars, fema les 
weren't in the dorm - and therefore Mack responded with the "Hey, I got it" attitude. 

Asked if the staff thought these little th ings were not egreg ious but could g ive an advantage, 
Coach Gaudio said, "Actions speak louder than words." 

During his three years at The University, Coach Gaudio d id not report any violations to Carns; 
he was also never told, "If you're uncomfortable with anything go to John Carns." 

Other than what was mentioned today, the MBB program followed Compliance expectations. 
For example, when PSAs came for a visit, they "stayed 48 hours and then they were out." On 
September 19, 2019,  It was 
on ly permissible to pay for 2 people to fly and for meals, etc., but wanted to come 
on the visit,  There were questions about who was really 
coming:  That was the kind of th ing that the program 
took very seriously and asked Compliance questions diligently. 

POTENTIAL VIOLATIONS ASSESSMENT 

Coach Gaudio asked where all of this falls in terms of violations. Ms. Joyce did not want to 
give an assessment yet without the CCU looking at the information, but she expla ined that 
there are certain pieces that do strike as potential v iolations. The severity and level may differ 
after reviewing it all. The COVID period was sort of a moving target on when emergency 
legislation for coaches to participate in practices. 

COPIES OF DOCUMENTS MENTIONED 

Dolan noted that some of the things Coach Gaudio referenced in this interview would be helpful 
for the CCU to have copies of through Coach Gaudio's attorney. Coach Gaudio noted that he 
has one phone and he has had the same phone number for 20 years; when he was with the 
University, the University paid for the phone. On April 30, 2021, the University adamantly 
wanted the phone back. He had to get a new phone with a new number. He was permitted to 
take personal photos off the other phone. Also, on the phone were his Gmail account that text 
messages went to and his University emai l account. He did not take anything else off his phone 
prior to giving it over to the University. 

He noted that there may have been information on WhatsApp - it was still on his phone when 
he turned it in . Most of the time it was for the assistants and certain personnel. All of the 
coaches were on WhatsApp; there was a WhatsApp for Coaches, one for a broader group of 
staff (strength and conditioning, video coord inator, etc.). Coach Gaudio is unsure who 
coord inated that. Coach Gaudio never used WhatsApp for prospects or any of their families, 
"Never. I never did. I don't know about anybody else." 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
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The class that's coming in now, 3 of those kids are from North Carolina that Coach Gaudio 
recruited.  one played  another was from 

 When they learned Coach Gaudio was not going to be reta ined, they 
decommitted. One recruit  who Coach Gaudio had recruited did stay 
with his commitment. 

CLOSING STATEMENT 

Dolan closed with the standard closing statement requesting that Coach Gaudio help protect 
the integrity of this investigation by agreeing not to speak to anyone about the interview or 
investigation except for those permitted by NCAA confidentiality. Coach Gaudio understands, 
and also wanted to ask when the University self-reported this information . Ms. Joyce confirmed 
through the NCAA database that it was March 18, 2021, but she does not have a time 
specifically - it was entered in the system at 15:42, but that might not have been recorded 
contemporaneously. 

Dolan expla ined that the CCU was called to be given a rough overview of what had transpired. 
Coach Gaudio's point is that if anyth ing gets out, there is another source out there besides 
him: the University of Louisville. Coach Gaudio's counsel will represent to the Court that Coach 
Gaudio has cooperated with us. Dolan encouraged Coach Gaudio to go through counsel first 
with any questions he may have. 

Dolan completed the standard closing statement. 

Interview ended 10:47 EST. 

FOLLOW-UP CALL 

On June 25, 2021 at 10 am EST, Matt Dolan, Anne Ogden and Mr Gaudio had a follow-up call 
to discuss the accuracy of the summary of his statements on June 9, 2021. Mr. Gaudio was 
comfortable proceeding without his attorney Mr. Butler. Mr. Gaudio had reviewed the summary 
prepared by AlixPartners and wanted to clarify information to ensure the accuracy of the 
statement The second telephone interview ended at 10: 32 EST. 

This memorandum is based on the recollections of the AP participants in the interview and may, where noted, 
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I have reviewed the summary notes memorandwn, noted above, completed by the CCU external 

investigators for my interview on ,June 9, 2021. I understand that the summary notes memorandum 

represents the recollections of the CCU external investigator(s) present in the inte.rview and it is 

neither a chronological nor a verbatim recitation of what was asked and answered during the 

interview. I hereby agree that the summary notes memorandum represents, to the best of my 

recollection, my conversation with the CCU extemal investigator(s) present during the interview. 

I approve of tl1e summary notes memorandum as the final representation of my statement as of the 

interview date. 

Name (Printed) 

Q...i{AL~ 
Signed 

Date 

0 Please check this box if changes were made by you or Im your behalf to the summary notes 
memorandum. 




